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Qui-Go
Crowdsourcing Company Business



● Offer pole : 
- Fast expedition of packages or letters thank to travelers who have free space in their luggage
- Mainly focused in travels between Africa and France ( ex : Cameroon - France )
- P2P : Peer to Peer

● Creation pole : 
- One interface : a website 
- Two platforms : one for sender and one for courier
- Senders select couriers on the courier’s platform
- Possibility of meeting the courier before the delivery

● Character pole : 
- Possibility of meeting the carrier
- Community oriented, Human and Trust

Business Model



● Courier Pole : 
- Carriers are national or international travelers who want to earn some money during their trip
- Travelers can travel by planes, trains or cars
- They put a post on the courier’s platform indicating the travel, the date, the weight they want to 
carry and the price per kilogram.

● Sender/Recipient Pole  :
- Both are mostly private individual 
- Senders also must put a post on the sender’s platform indicating the travel, what they want to send 
with the associated weight
- Recipients have nothing to do

Business Model



Business Model

● Example of a carrier post : 
- Select destination 
- Select the weight  transported
- Select the price per kg
- Select letter or not to deliver
- Add some comments



Business Model

● Example of a sender post : 
- Select destination 
- Select number of packages and letters to be   
sent
- Indicate the total weight
- Add some comments



● Revenue Model :
- Prices are initially set by the couriers who mention them on their posts
- Then the prices can be negotiated by the senders
- Qui-Go does not earn money when it puts in relation two travelers
- Qui-Go works on services to earn money ( simplification in the recovery of packages)

Business Model



Business Model
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History of Qui-Go 

● Recent company firstly funded on Facebook first (2014)
● Match was done manually by the users on Facebook with announcements on the Facebook group
● Creation of a platform on internet secondly to simplify matches
● The next future step is the implementation of services to help the customers to give or send 
packages to carriers 



●Explanation of the functioning of the website in 3 steps for new clients:
- 1 : Create a post
- 2 : Receive posts which fits your need
- 3 : Meet each other

● Tools to keep in touch with the client ( ex : Facebook or Twitter)

● Website available in two languages : French or English

Communication and Information on the website



●Weak statistics :
- Small number of likes on Facebook : 466 
- Small number of posts on the platform of the website : 33 carriers posts and 5 sender posts

● Due to : 
- Competition with others start-ups (PostRope, Shipizy,  PiggyBee, Packmule)
- Competition with specialized companies like DHL, UPS 
- A limited market : most of the travels are between France and Cameroun

Business Performance


